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INSPIRE CONTRIBUTORS’ GUIDELINES
INSPIRE IS A SMALL FORMAT, free monthly magazine going
direct to churches and individuals.
Its purpose is to inspire, build up and motivate Christians by
telling stories of God at work in people’s lives, through Christian
ministries and in transforming churches and communities. It is
also a publication with appeal for those on the fringe of church,
but who do not yet have a firm faith of their own.
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Inspire will be looking for :
short, punchy testimonies – both from ordinary Christians and believers in the public eye
(250–380 words)
one to one interviews with well known figures who have a clear Christian faith
(650–700 words)
stories of growing churches and Christian run projects impacting local communities
(650–700 words)
practical tips on evangelism (150–380 words)
The first three categories will need to be accompanied by top quality images – or we’ll need contact
details for where to obtain them. Inspire will have strong visual appeal, so the quality of our photos is
crucial.
It’s worth pointing out, however, that as our standard pagination is only 32 pages in a B5 format, we
will only have room for a very limited amount of freelance submitted material.
Style:
chatty/personable
Christian jargon-free
down to earth
accessible to those who are not committed Christians
Rates are GB 80 for 750 words, and pro-rata from that.
Copy should be sent to russbravo@cpo.org.uk
If in doubt, do run an idea past me before submission by mailing me on the address above, or by
calling me on 01903 604343
Russ Bravo
Editor, Inspire
April 2016

